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Bull Or Bear Market? Who Is Right?

Bull or bear market. As noted last week, the race to call the bottom is on.

?Despite the Fed hiking rates, shrinking their balance sheet, and inflation at
9%,&#2013266080;much of the financial media and market gurus have determined
that the bear market is over and a new bull market has started.?

However, as we will review this week, there is data supporting both bull or bear market arguments.
The challenging part for investors will be navigating the markets safely over the next few months
until the ?tale is told.? Before we get to the bull or bear market analysis, let?s review the action
from the past week.

While the markets were consolidating recent gains over the last week or so, the weaker-than-
expected CPI print on Wednesday, as expected, sent stocks surging. While the print came in softer
than expected, the annual inflation rate remains very high, keeping the Fed focused on the
?inflation fight? for now. Notably, the high inflation levels, which won?t come down quickly, will eat
into corporate profit margins over time, leading companies to take on more defensive tactics to
maintain profitability.

https://realinvestmentadvice.com/market-surges-as-new-bull-market-begins/
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Ira Jersey, via Bloomberg, had one of the most relevant statements regarding inflation:

?Our analysis shows that the lower-volatility (read sticky) components of core CPI may
have peaked in July, but the medium-volatility sector continues to jump higher. If the
low-volatility cluster stabilizes at this higher level, these combined trends may keep core
CPI underpinned and the Fed hawkish?. The better-than-expected core CPI print will be
a strong positive for the Treasury market, particularly the long end, so the knee-jerk
reaction is unsurprising. The strong steepening of the curve may not last, however,
as the better-than-expected core still doesn?t mean it will fall. In fact, although
better than expected, the core may be sticker than the market seems to be
anticipating.?

However, in the short-term, the softer CPI reading emboldened the bulls on hopes the Fed may be
closer to the end of its rate hiking campaign, potentially paving the way for future cuts. There is a
bullish bias to the market, with sentiment improving sharply in recent weeks. With the market
clearing the 100-dma and the 20-dma crossing above the 50-dma, precise short-term
support levels will provide better entry points for increasing trading positions. While the
market is pushing a rather extreme deviation above the 50-dma, the 200-dma is acting as a
magnet for investors, which will likely be achieved next week.





However, the question that we will debate today is the longer-term bull or bear market view.

The Bullish Case



Much of the bullish case is predicated on the hope the Federal Reserve is closer to reinstating
monetary accommodation. As Jim Paulsen of Leuthold Group noted this past week:

?Wow, finally the anecdotal evidence that inflation was easing has finally showed up in
a mainstream inflation report. The Fed is rapidly losing its case for further tightening and
this report reinforces for investors that either a new easing cycle has already
begun or we are getting very close to one.?

The market rally over the last couple of weeks was based upon the anticipation of ?peak inflation.?
Importantly, as we touched on last week, several bullish indicators suggest the market?s lows may
be in. On a weekly basis, the shorter-term MACD signals have triggered a buy signal from a
very oversold basis. Historically, that signal suggests higher prices over the intermediate
term.



https://realinvestmentadvice.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/401k-Plan-Manager-Chart.png


But an even more bullish chart comes from a monthly perspective. As shown, the market decline
bounced solidly off of the 3-year moving average. Such is an essential point as it tells us that
the current decline was a ?correction? and not a ?bear market? since the market did not
violate bullish price trends. Notably, as shown at the bottom, the monthly relative strength index
(RSI) also bounced off the 50% level, which is consistent with previous ?corrections.? (RSI tends to
correct below 30 during bear markets.)



https://realinvestmentadvice.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/Monthly-SP500-chart-081222.png


Lastly, there are several non-technical reasons the market likely has some additional strength and
could rally further:

1. There is still a sizeable level of short interest that will need to cover as prices rise.
2. Earnings estimates are getting rapidly cut, leading to improved ?beat rates? in the Q3

earnings period.
3. Retail investors are jumping back into the markets.
4. Institutions remain offside with too much cash on their books and a need to chase

performance.
5. Volatility has declined rapidly as ?fear? of a correction fades.
6. Credit spreads continue to fall as money returns to the yield chase.

There are undoubtedly many rationales to the bullish case for equities. With financial conditions
easing, as stocks rally and credit risks ease, there is a bid for equities in the short-term. The
technical backdrop also suggests that the lows are in, and investors should buy
corrections.

However, is this time different? That is where the bull or bear market debate finds its argument.

The Bearish Case

As is always the case, the bearish argument is grounded more in the macroeconomic, monetary,
and financial fundamentals. While the bulls are ramping up equity risk in hopes of a ?Fed pivot,?
there is little indication from the Fed that such is likely anytime soon. In fact, from a historical
perspective and even recent comments, the Fed?s focus is singular on bringing inflation down to its
2% target. As noted, even if CPI prints at 0.2% every month, it will take until the end of 2023 for
inflation to decline to the Fed?s target.
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Furthermore, the Federal Reserve is not keen on running a $9 Trillion balance sheet. The Fed
needs the Fed Funds rate to be elevated and the balance sheet reduced to engage those policy
tools to offset the next recession. Equities are at risk as the Fed?s inflation fight will trigger a
recession. We can ?review the tape? of the 1970s to see that bear markets and recessions were
common when the Fed was hiking rates and combating inflation.
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However, when it comes to equity risk it is corporate earnings that will drive equity prices. As the
Fed hikes rates to slow economic activity and potentially cause a recession, such will translate into
slower earnings growth and reduced profit margins. Given that valuations are near 30x earnings
currently, such suggests that stocks will need to reprice lower. The 6-month annual rate of
change of the Leading Economic Index (LEI) supports that thesis, suggesting earnings will decline
over the next two quarters.



https://realinvestmentadvice.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/LEI-6-Month-Change-Vs-Earnings.png


Whether the bull or bear market view wins out will only be found out in time. However, as noted,
while the bulls currently control the technical picture, the Fed still has control of the macro
environment. While we will continue to trade the markets tactically in the short term, in our view,
there is still a risk of a more profound decline unless the Fed changes course in short order.

Not Getting The Bull Bear Report Each Week In Your Mailbox? Subscribe Here
For Free.

3-Minutes On A Bull Or Bear Market

[embed]https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GQzrfShRYzY[/embed]

Subscribe To Our Youtube Channel To Get Notified Of All Our Videos

How We Are Trading It

The short-term market environment is indeed bullish. As such, we are looking to increase equity
exposure on tests of support that work off some of the overbought conditions. Those supports
range from the 100-dma down to the 50-dma, keeping the short-term uptrend intact. The 20-dma is
set to cross above the 100-dma next week, increasing that support level as a potential buying
opportunity.

https://bit.ly/3yWiGWN
https://bit.ly/3yWiGWN
https://bit.ly/2Tqetau
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To reiterate from last week, the current market environment remains very challenging. We remain
highly vigilant to the current climate where the bulls cling from one report to the next in
hopes of a reprieve from the Fed. However, we suspect such won?t come soon, and the risk
of disappointment remains elevated. But, as always, we remain focused on what the market is
telling us.

One area we added exposure to this week was Energy. After the recent correction, which we
discussed was likely back in May, the oversold condition, a weakening dollar, and fundamental
backdrop to higher energy prices made a compelling case to add to our energy holdings.
Concerning technology, we will take advantage of any opportunity where the 50-dma is tested and
holds as new support.

Even with our current changes, we maintain a substantial cash holding. We will work to lower that
cash holding as opportunities present themselves.

Over the last couple of weeks, we have repeated the portfolio management rules. With extended
markets, now is the opportunity to:

https://realinvestmentadvice.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/Portfolio-Allocation-Model.png


Sell losers and laggards.
Trim winners back to portfolio weights
Rebalance allocations
Hold cash for opportunities

Patience remains vital in navigating this market. Try not to let ?FOMO? direct your investment
strategy.

Need Help With Your Investing Strategy?

Are you looking for complete financial, insurance, and estate planning? Need a risk-managed
portfolio management strategy to grow and protect your savings? Whatever your needs are, we are
here to help.

Research Report

Stock Of The Week In Review

In the Bull Bear Report, we will post one of the stocks from our research at SimpleVisor to find
stocks worth taking a deeper look into. The 5-For-Friday report is published each week in full for

https://realinvestmentadvice.com/connect-now/
https://realinvestmentadvice.com/long-term-returns-are-unsustainable/


SimpleVisor.com subscribers.

This week we limit our population of potential stocks to those in the materials sector. The sector
includes a diverse group of companies that mine, harvest, and produce raw materials used by
many other industries.

Within the materials sector, we are looking for dirt cheap valuations alongside a history of solid
earnings growth and strong earnings forecasts for the next five years. We limit the scan to
companies with a market cap of at least $2.5 billion.

The screen and data are courtesy of Finviz.

Screening Criteria

Market Cap >$2.5 bn
5yr EPS Growth Est. > 25%
Prior 5yr EPS Growth >25%
P/E and Forward P/E < 10
PEG Ratio < 1
P/S < 1
Zacks Rank 1 or 2

Let?s take a look at one of them. (Click the image to enlarge)

Westlake Chemical (WLK)

http://www.simplevisor.com/home
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Login to Simplevisor.com to read the full 5-For-Friday report.

Daily Commentary Bits

From Maximum Fear To Extreme Greed

?The&#2013266080;Fear & Greed Model, based on the inputs published by CNN, has
entered excessive optimism territory. Over the past 24 years, the S&P 500 has returned
an annualized -0.3% when the model is above 80%.

Signs of pessimism abounded in June, and some residual indicators like fund flows still
show investors? repulsion toward stocks. Higher-frequency indicators have rebounded
recently, pushing our sentiment models to the upper end of neutral or even into
excessive optimism territory.

This is the point of sink-or-swim. Fly-or-die. Fish-or-cut-bait. All the idioms, including
more colorful ones my grandpa would have used. During bear markets, this is the point
where brave buyers take their gains, and shorts feel emboldened. During bull markets,
this is when the latter gets steamrolled. Which one comes out on top over the next 3-4
weeks will tell us a whole lot about prospects through year-end and beyond.?
?&#2013266080;Sentiment Trader

http://www.simplevisor.com/home
https://realinvestmentadvice.com/inflation-relief-at-last/
https://sentimentrader.us2.list-manage.com/track/click?u=c1ba721d50cd9f9c0070e927f&id=b393c50123&e=6160eb3030


2008 Redux or New Highs Ahead?

The graph below shows the S&P 500 on a log scale and highlights (red) instances when every S&P
500 sector was simultaneously below their respective 40-week moving averages (WMA). A few
weeks ago, all sectors were below their 40 WMA, which potentially signals the decline is ending.
Such was the case in 2015-2016. However, as we see, the indicator often triggers multiple times
during larger bear markets before an actual bottom forms.

As we have written, the recent decline and rally look eerily similar to the S&P decline leading to the
Bear Stearns failure and the rally that ensued. The 40wma triggered twice at the initial lows of the
2008 bear market, but they proved to be false signals. If the economy enters a recession as it did in
2001 and 2008, we fear this may not be the last red dot for this bear market. Is the graph a reason
for optimism or concern?



https://realinvestmentadvice.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/spx-2008-1.png


Click Here To Read The Latest Daily Market Commentary (Subscribe For Pre-Market Email)

Bull Bear Report Market Statistics & Screens

SimpleVisor Top & Bottom Performers By Sector

https://realinvestmentadvice.com/insights/daily-market-commentary/
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SimpleVisor S&P 500 Snapshot



https://realinvestmentadvice.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/SP500-Snapshot.png


Relative Performance Analysis

The market surge pushed EVERY MARKET and SECTOR into extreme overbought territory.
As is usually the case, this analysis indicates the market has likely extracted the majority of the
rally, so taking profits remains a profitable strategy. It is also worth noting that many markets and
sectors are now well deviated ABOVE their respective 50-dma, which suggests a pullback is very
likely.
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Technical Composite

The technical overbought/sold gauge comprises several price indicators (RSI, Williams %R, etc.),
measured using ?weekly? closing price data. Readings above ?80? are considered overbought,
and below ?20? are oversold. Markets tend to peak when readings are at 80 or above, which
suggests profit taking and risk management are prudent. The best buying opportunities are when
readings are 20 or below.

The current reading is 72.44 out of a possible 100 and rising. Remain long equities for now.
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Portfolio Positioning ?Fear / Greed? Gauge

The ?Fear/Greed? gauge is how individual and professional investors are ?positioning?
themselves in the market based on their equity exposure. From a contrarian position, the higher the
allocation to equities, to more likely the market is closer to a correction than not. The gauge uses
weekly closing data.

NOTE: The Fear/Greed Index measures risk from 0 to 100. It is a rarity that it reaches levels
above 90. The current reading is 59.73 out of a possible 100.
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Sector Model Analysis & Risk Ranges

How To Read This Table

The table compares the relative performance of each sector and market to the S&P 500
index.
?M/A XVER? is determined by whether the short-term weekly moving average crosses
positively or negatively with the long-term weekly moving average.
The risk range is a function of the month-end closing price and the ?beta? of the sector or
market. (Ranges reset on the 1st of each month)
The table shows the price deviation above and below the weekly moving averages.

The risk/range table resets at the first of each month, Already, just two weeks into the month,
many markets and sectors are trading well above their historical monthly trading ranges.
Such usually is not sustainable, and the big deviations from the short-term moving
averages also argue for a correction. It is worth noting that most markets and sectors still trade
with ?bearish? crossovers of short- and long-term moving averages.



Weekly SimpleVisor Stock Screens

https://realinvestmentadvice.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/Risk-Reward-Ranges-.png


Each week we will provide three different stock screens generated from&#2013266080;
SimpleVisor:&#2013266080;(RIAPro.net subscribers use your current credentials to log in.)

This week we are scanning for the Top 20:

Relative Strength Stocks
Momentum Stocks
Technically Strong With Strong Fundamentals

These screens generate portfolio ideas and serve as the starting point for further research.

(Click Images To Enlarge)

RSI Screen

https://realinvestmentadvice.com/the-countdown-to-the-next-bear-market/
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Momentum Screen
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Technical & Fundamental Strength Screen
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SimpleVisor Portfolio Changes

We post all of our portfolio changes as they occur at&#2013266080;SimpleVisor:

Aug 11th

?We are rebalancing our energy exposure in the Equity model only by selling Marathon
Oil (MRO) and adding to Exxon Mobil and Devon Energy. Energy has gone through a
decent correction and turned back on short-term buy signals, and with a weakening
dollar, such should bode well for energy stocks. While we like MRO, the consolidation
into XOM and DVN boosted our overall dividend yield of the portfolio.?

Equity Model Only

Sell 100% of Marathon Oil (MRO)
Increase XOM to 2% of the portfolio.
Increase DVN to 2% of the portfolio.

Aug 12th

?While we are holding an outsized position in cash in our bond allocation to hedge
against interest rate risk, we are moving 10% of that allocation to the 1-3 Month
Treasury Bill ETF (BIL) for now to earn a better yield than money market and what we
currently have allocated to Floating Rate Treasuries (TFLO). This is a temporary
parking spot for cash until we begin to add to our longer-duration holdings as a
recession becomes more evident.?

Both Equity And ETF Models

Initiate a 10% position into SPDR 1-3 Month Treasury Bills (BIL)

https://simplevisor.com/


Lance Roberts, CIO

Have a great week!
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